We present a method for detecting community structures based on centrality value and node closeness. Many real world networks possess a scale-free property. This property makes community detection difficult especially on the widely used algorithms that are based on modularity optimization. However, in our algorithm, communities are formed from hub nodes. Thus communities with scale-free property can be identified correctly. The method does not contain any random element, nor requires pre-determined number of communities. Our experiments showed that our algorithm is better than algorithms based on modularity optimization in both real world and computer generated scale-free datasets.
Introduction
Community detection has become an interesting topic during the past years. Detecting community is useful because members in the same community usually share the same attributes [Fortunato 10]. For example, in proteinprotein interaction networks, each community of proteins has different functions for body. One of the important concept on community detection is modularity, offered by Newman and Girvan [Girvan 02 ]. Modularity is a measurement on how network is partitioned into communities. High modularity score means there are dense connections between the nodes within the same community, but sparse connections among different communities. Many community detection algorithms [Fortunato 10] aim to increase the modularity score by using modularity optimization methods. However, in some cases, high modularity score does not represent good communities. We found out that modularity optimization based algorithms are less accurate on scale-free networks which contain communities with a scale-free property.
Since the introduction of scale-free networks by Barabási †1 Xin Liu gratefully acknowledges support from CREST JST and from NSFC under grant number 61203154.
[Barabási 03], a number of researchers claimed that many real world networks contain a scale-free property. For example, social networks, citations networks, the World Wide Web, the internet infrastructures, or biological networks are considered as scale-free networks. The main characteristic of scale-free networks is that the degree distributions of the network follows the power-law, and the degree distribution on a log-log scale can be seen as a straight line. This means there are many low degree nodes and only some high degree nodes. The high degree nodes are often called hubs. Hubs are normally connected with lower degree nodes which are then connected to even lower degree nodes and so on. We believe that this scale-free characteristic should be used when performing community detection on scale-free networks.
The problem of modularity optimization based algorithms on scale-free networks occurs when low degree nodes form a strongly connected group inside a community. Even if they are connected by hub nodes, if the number of edges in this strongly connected group is high enough, the algorithm will declare this sub-community as a new community. This behavior can break a community with a scalefree property into many sub-communities. This problem occurs because in most modularity optimization based al- gorithms, all nodes and edges are treated equally. However, in our opinion, that is not the accurate way. In scalefree networks, nodes with high degree or hubs should be considered more important than these with lower degree. Moreover, edges that originated from hubs should be considered more important than those that connect the lower degree nodes.
In this paper, we present a community detection algorithm which uses centrality and node closeness to determine communities. There are two main ideas for this algorithm. The first idea is that community should be formed from the nodes that play important roles in a network. The second idea is that two nodes should be in the same community if they are closely connected together. By using centrality value, the hub nodes that are considered important in scale-free networks can be identified correctly. Then, community detection is started from the highest centrality node to the lowest centrality node. Node closeness is used to determine if two nodes should be in the same community or not.
We compare our method with the Louvain algorithm, one of the most popular community detection algorithms (this algorithm is also known as fast unfolding). Our algorithm can achieve higher NMI value than Louvain algorithm in scale-free networks. Moreover, when our algorithm is displayed with force-directed layout as x-y plane and our algorithm's centrality values are used as z axis, the scale-free community shows a mountain shape structure. Figure 1 is a 3D visualization of our algorithm on Zachary's karate club network [Zachary 77 ]. Two communities can be observed by two mountain shape structures. The nodes at the peak of the mountain are the hub nodes.
This community detection algorithm is similar to pouring colored water onto the peak of each mountain, where each color represents a community. For example, we pour red water onto the top of the highest mountain peak (node 1 in figure 1) . The water will flow to its closest node (node 2). The second highest node is node 34. Since it is the peak of the mountain, we pour new color on it, in this case blue. As our algorithm continues, the water flows down from the top of the mountain until it reaches the base. Finally, the whole mountains are covered with color and our algorithm is finished. Similar to a characteristic of water that it will not flow up, our algorithm is following this characteristic as well. This means the node that has higher centrality value will not be assigned community based on lower centrality nodes. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, related works are reviewed. In section 3, our algorithm is explained. In section 4, we showed our algorithm results compared with modularity optimization based algorithm. In section 5, we provide a discussion from the results in section 4. The last section is the conclusion.
RELATED WORK
Many community detection algorithms have been introduced in order to detect and identify communities in graphs. This problem has been extensively studied for many years, by researches from many fields including graph theory, computer sciences, biology or physics. One of the most important stepping stones in community detection field is the introduction of the modularity score by Girvan and Newman [Girvan 02 ]. Modularity score is used to measure how well a network is partitioned into modular communities. High modularity score means there are dense connections between the nodes within the same community, but sparse connections among different communities. Since then, modularity score has quickly became the benchmark of community detection algorithms. Therefore, many algorithms are making every effort to increase the modularity score. Hence, the term "modularityoptimizing community detection algorithms" was invented to categorize these algorithms. One of the most popular algorithm in this genre is Louvain algorithm by Blondel et al. [Blondel 08 ]. The modularity score of this method has been tested and it is shown to be excellent in comparison with other methods. Louvain algorithm starts by randomly choosing a node in a graph and try to group it with another node. After finding the best modularity gain pair, these two nodes are grouped together. This process is repeated until total modularity is at the maximum. Then, the algorithm will start randomly choosing groups instead of nodes to find the maximum modularity gain. The algorithm is finished when the modularity is at the maximum and no groups can be merged to gain more modularity score.
Another index for measure the goodness of community detection is normalized mutual information or NMI. The NMI is used to compare two sets of partitioning results. The value is high when two results are similar. NMI is normally used when the ground-truth of the network (the correctly partitioned set) is available. This severely limits the use of NMI since many networks do not have groundtruth, such as friends networks or communication networks. However, NMI can be used on synthetic networks or some well-known networks that ground-truth communities are available.
There are also some community detection algorithms that are designed specifically for scale-free networks. Probably the first one of this kind is the work of Wu et al.
[Borgatti 05], titled "Mining Scale-free Networks using Geodesic Clustering". Geodesic distance or shortest path is used in their method called geodesic clustering. Mean geodesic distance is calculated, and it is used for selecting a node to be in the same group. Abou-Rjeili and Karypis [Abou-Rjeili 06] offered a multilevel algorithms for partitioning power-law graphs. The key idea of their algorithm is, instead of partitioning directly from the original graph, the approximations of original graph should be obtained first. The approximation can be done multiple times until the approximated graph is small enough to compute with any algorithm. Once partitioning is done, the last step is to derive partitioning results to the original graph. Qian et al. [Qian 07 ] used hypergraph for clustering scale-free networks. In a normal graph, an edge can only connect two nodes together. However, in a hypergraph, an edge can connect to any number of nodes, this edge is called hyperedge. In their work, they created hyperedges from the density of a graph to find the communities. Xu et al. [Xu 07 ] introduced SCAN: A Structural Clustering Algorithm for Networks. Their algorithm is working by identifying each node into many classes, such as core, hub, and outlier. Then, partitioning is done according to the roles of each node class.
Our Algorithm
There are two main ideas in our algorithm. The first idea is that nodes that are close together should be in the same community. The second idea is that the community should be formed from the important nodes. To determine the closeness among nodes, we use node closeness as the measurement. And to determine the importances of the nodes, we use node centrality. Once node closeness and node centrality are calculated, the community detection phase is employed. In this phase, all nodes are first treated as no community. Then, starting from the highest centrality node, the community is assigned to it and its closest neighbor. After that, the next highest centrality node and its closest neighbor are picked to be assigned the community. The algorithm is finished when all nodes have been assigned to any of the community. This section is divided into four subsection: centrality value, node closeness, community detection, and configurable variables of the algorithm.
3·1 Centrality Value
Node centrality is one of the most intuitive method to identify the important nodes in a network. The early researches about node centrality can be dated since 1950s by Bavelas and Leavitt [Estrada 11 ]. In general, node centrality represents its ability to communicate with other nodes, or its closeness to other nodes. The most basic form of centrality is degree centrality. The main idea of this centrality is that the node is more central than others if it connects to more nodes. In short, degree centrality value is equal to node degree. The main flaw of degree centrality is that it only accounts the neighbor nodes. To correctly represent the centrality of nodes, the nodes that farther away should also be included into the calculation. Leo Katz [Katz 53 ] introduced his version of centrality measurement which is later known as Katz centrality. To calculate the degree centrality of node i, we count the nodes that are one hop away from node i (thus this value is equal to the degree of node i). However, in Katz centrality, nodes that are n hops away from node i are also counted. The nodes that are n hops away can be found by the n-th power of the adjacency matrix. However, nodes that take less hops to reach should provide more centrality score than the nodes that are farther away. So, the attenuation factor α is introduced. Katz centrality can be expressed as the equation below.
where K i is the Katz centrality of node i, A k represents the power k-th of the adjacency matrix, α is the attenuation factor and I is the column vector where all values are 1. Consider normal scale-free networks; Katz centrality can identify hub nodes correctly since hubs normally have high degree. Even in the case where hubs do not have the highest degree itself, nodes from the second and third length hops are usually enough to increase the centrality score of hub nodes to a noticeable level. However, the problem is the node that connects at least two hubs together. This node will have a high centrality score from connecting to hubs and sometimes it may seem more important than the hub nodes. The example of this problem is shown in figure 2. To solve this problem, we have de- Fig. 2 Node 17 has the highest Katz centrality score. Without using subgraph centrality, the whole graph will merge into one community, while modularity-based algorithms will give 4 communities.
cided to add another centrality value to compliment the Katz centrality.
Subgraph centrality was introduced in 2005 by Estrada and Velázquez [Estrada 05 ]. Similar to Katz centrality, subgraph centrality also uses the hops length increment method, starting from 0 hop to n hops. The main difference is that only the hops that complete the closed walk are counted. Closed walk of 0 hop (0 length) is the node itself. Closed walks of 1 hop (length 1) are not available (since it cannot hop back to the starting node to create a closed walk). Number of closed walks of length 2 are equal to its degree, the node hops to its neighbor nodes and hops back to itself to create closed walks. Closed walk of length three is a triangle shape closed walk. The length three closed walk from node i involving node j and k would form a triangle shape like this; node i → node j → node k → node i. Subgraph centrality score of length l on node i can be calculated by this formula.
where f i is subgraph centrality of node i, l is the length of closed walks, c l is the coefficient of length l (similar to attenuation factor in Katz centrality), and A l represents the l-th power of the adjacency matrix. After applying subgraph centrality into graph in figure 2, node 12, 4, 8, and 15 become more important than node 17. The number of communities now becomes 4 communities.
In scale-free networks, length three subgraph centrality score can clearly differentiate hub nodes from non hub nodes. This can be seen in figure 3a where node 1, a hub node, has 18 length three closed walks, the highest number in this network. This can solve the problem of Katz centrality on nodes that connect at least two hubs together. This is because those nodes do not participate in many length three closed walks. Since these two algorithms contain many overlapping parts, we choose to combine only the length three subgraph centrality with Katz centrality to create our centrality score. The formula of the centrality score is shown below;
Another point for discussion is how many hops should be used. In both Katz centrality and subgraph centrality, the number of hops is set to infinite. Katz centrality's attenuation factor and subgraph centrality's coefficient are selected so that the infinity converge. This is reasonable because centrality value should be calculated from the involvement of every node in a network. However, in our case, we only want the centrality value to identify the hubs. Therefore, it is not necessary to involve the nodes that are too far away. We observed from our experiment that length of three hops is the most appropriated value because it provides the best compromise between accuracy and computation time. However, it is possible to use higher hop number to increase accuracy at the cost of the computation time.
3·2 Node closeness
Node closeness is calculated to determine how close the two nodes are. Node closeness can be seen as an inverse of the node distance. Node closeness can be calculated from node distance matrix. Let A be the distance matrix, the shortest distance or shortest path from node i to node j is equal to A ij . However, communication between nodes does not always use the shortest path. For example, if we want to send a large amount of data from node i to node j, we would use all the paths that are available to maximize the data flow. Node closeness is the value that used to measure this maximum data flow. Node closeness can also be regarded as a measure of how fast it will take to spread information from node i to node j. Our node closeness is developed based on the Katz centrality algorithm. Node closeness matrix can be calculated by using the formula shown below;
D ij is the node closeness between node i and node j. d ijl is the total number of paths that has length of l that connect node i and node j. c l is the coefficient value. l is the number of hops or lengths. The higher the node closeness score between node i and node j is, the closer they are.
Similar to Katz centrality, this value can identify the closeness between nodes very well, but it creates a problem in scale-free networks. The problem occurs on the nodes that are not the part of the community but are connecting at least two hubs together. The closeness score on those nodes can be very high, resulting in a merging of the two scale-free communities. The solution to this problem is similar to centrality case, which is to add the length three closed walk of subgraph centrality. Let node i connects to node j and node k. If node j and node k are connected, the length three closed walk is formed. Then, the closeness score from node i to node j and node i to node k will be increased.
Probably the most beneficial factor about using this node closeness is that it is a byproduct of the centrality value. In fact, the sum of the closeness value from node i to other nodes in graph is equal to our centrality value, K i = ∞ j=0 D ij . Therefore, the calculation needs to be done only once to get both centrality score and node closeness score. The l value of node closeness is also similar to the l value used in centrality calculation.
3·3 Community detection
At this stage, we already obtained centrality value of each node and the node closeness matrix of the network. To start the community detection phase, we treat all nodes as no community. Then we pick the node that has the highest centrality value as our main node and its closest node as the secondary node. The closest node refers to the node that has the highest closeness score from the main node. This node can be easily looked up from our closeness matrix. Then we have to check if our main node or secondary node already have a community or not. There are 4 possibilities; 1) if the main node already has a community but the secondary node does not, the secondary node will join the same community as the main node. 2) if the main node does not have community but the secondary node already has the community, the centrality score will be used to determine the outcome of this situation. If the main node's centrality score is higher than the secondary node's, a new community will be created and assigned to the main mode. But if the main node's centrality score is lower than the secondary node's, the main node will be assigned to the same community as the secondary node. 3) if both nodes do not have any community assigned, a new community will be created and assigned to both nodes. 4) if both nodes already has community, nothing will be done. This process starts from the highest centrality node to the lowest centrality node. A constraint relaxing parameter called laxing value is also used in this algorithm. This parameter is explained in the next section. The pseudo code of this algorithm is shown in algorithm 1.
list of node L = sort(nodes, centrality, hightolow); for node i in L do node j = find closest node(i, laxing value); switch do case has community(i) and !has community(j) assign community(j,get community(i)); end case !has community(i) and has community (j) if ( The characteristic of this algorithm is similar to a flow of water. When we visualize a network in 3D by using force layout algorithm (in this case, we used force atlas 2 [Jacomy 11]) and assign the z axis value as our centrality value, the scale-free community become a mountain shape structure with the hub node as its peak. Figure 1 is the 3D representation of our algorithm on the Zachary's karate club network. It can be seen that there are two scale-free communities in this network (two mountains). The peaks of those mountains are Mr. Hi and John, the leader of each group. The communities are spreading from these 2 nodes. The result is that we have 2 communities that have Mr. Hi and John as the center of each community. Also, similar to water that it will not flow up, the condition 2 in our pseudo code is representing this characteristic.
3·4 Configurable parameters
There are several configurable parameters in this algorithm, which are the coefficient value or the attenuation factor c, the depth of the algorithm or the maximum number of hops l, and the constraint relaxing parameter called laxing value. Each will be explained about the effect of these values.
In Katz centrality, coefficient or attenuation value must not be set to the eigenvalue of the network. This is because it is required that the matrix to converge when number of hops is set to infinite. However, since we choose not to use the infinite number of hops, this restriction does not apply. Coefficient value is the value that act as a score reduction on nodes that are farther away. This value is the same on both closeness and centrality. For example, suppose coefficient value is set at 0.1. Let node i connects to node j, and node i has a degree of 1. Node j connects to 3 nodes or has a degree of 3. The final score of node i is 1 * 0.1 0 + 3 * 0.1 1 = 1.3 point. Different coefficient value can change the outcome of the final score. For example, comparing two nodes, let node i connects to 2 nodes that are one hop away and 2 nodes that are two hops away, while node j connects to 1 nodes that are one hop away and 7 nodes that are two hops away. If coefficient is 0.1, node i score is 2.2 (2 * 0.1 0 + 2 * 0.1 1 ) while node j score is 1.7
(1 * 0.1 0 + 7 * 0.1 1 ). However, if coefficient is 0.4, the scores will become 2.8 (2 * 0.4 0 + 2 * 0.4 1 ) and 3.8 (1 * 0.4 0 + 7 * 0.4 1 ). This can drastically change the outcome of the algorithm. In scale-free networks, the degree distribution of the networks follows a power-law. The coefficient value should be set low such as 0.1. This is because in scale-free networks hub nodes usually have high degree and many length three close walks, which is enough to distinguish hub nodes from normal nodes. However, in networks that degree distribution follows the poisson distribution such as random networks or small-world networks, the coefficient should be set to high value such as 0.4. This makes centrality value on important nodes become more distinguishable from other nodes. Combining this change with another configurable parameters, laxing value, our community detection algorithm can work correctly on non scale-free networks as well.
The number of hops or l also plays an important role in this algorithm. It is noted that l value must be more than three in order to use the length three closed walk as a part of the calculation. In the case of l is equal to one, centrality will become degree centrality and node closeness will be only in 0 (not connected) and 1 (connected). The number of hops greatly affects the complexity of the algorithm. This will be explained in section 5.
The last configurable parameter is laxing value. Laxing value is used in community detection phase. The role of laxing value is to make a group of nodes that have similar closeness scores to act as one node. For example, node i is the main node and node j is the secondary node with closeness score of 9.9 and node i already has a community. According to our algorithm, node j should join node i's community. However, if there is node k that is also connected to node i but has a closeness value of 9.8, since node k is very similar to node j (9.9 and 9.8 score), node k should also be given a community from node i similar to node j. In this case the laxing value will group node k and j together, then node i will assign community to both of them. Laxing value is a percentage based value. For example, laxing value is set at 95%. Let node j has closeness score of 9.9, node k has 9.8, and node m has 9.3. Node j and k will be grouped together because node k is more than 95% of the highest score (in this case more than 95% of 9.9) while node m will be neglected. In a network that has scale-free property, this value is set as 95% in this research. However, in a network that has no clear We found out that 90% is enough to provide a solid result on non scale-free networks. Noted that if this value is set to 0%, the community will spread from the main node through all edges to all of its connected nodes, without considering the closeness value.
Another configurable aspect that should be mentioned is that the method for calculating centrality value and node distance value can be changed. There are many proven centrality calculation algorithms such as eigenvector centrality [Bonacich 07 ], closeness centrality [Borgatti 05], betweenness centrality [Freeman 77 ] and more. All of these centrality values can be exchanged with our centrality value to create another community detection result. Similar to centrality value, our closeness value algorithm can be replaced with other algorithms as well, such as the inverse value of resistance distance [Klein 93 ].
Experiment
Comparing the results of the partitioning with groundtruth partition by using NMI is probably the most accurate method to grade the result of the partitioning. Many NMI algorithms are available, but in this research, we use generalized normalized mutual information developed by Lancichinetti et al. [Lancichinetti 09 ]. One disadvantage of this method is that the ground-truth information of the network is required. This is especially hard for many real world networks since there is no correct way to categorize the dataset. However, there are some famous real world networks where ground-truth value is available and often used in testing the validity of the community detection algorithms [Fortunato 10]. Networks that are used in this paper are Zachary's karate club [Zachary 77 ], Doubtful Sound dolphin network [Lusseau 03 ], American college football network [Girvan 02 ], and political books network [Krebs 04]. In addition to the known famous networks, synthetic networks are another options. In order to generate scale-free networks, we use the method describe in "Benchmark Graphs for Testing Community Detection Algorithms" by Fortunato [Lancichinetti 08 ]. Since we aim only to partition the unweighed undirected graph, the basic version of Fortunato's work is used. To test with more real world datasets, we used ego-Facebook datasets provided by Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection [McAuley 12], however, the ground-truth value for egoFacebook datasets is not available. To validate the accuracy of our method, we compared our results with modularity optimization based algorithm called Louvain algorithm or as known as fast unfolding. It is shown in their research that it surpassed other modularity optimization methods.
The truth value of Zachary's karate club network is extracted from the node attributes table presented in "An Information Flow Model for Conflict and Fission in Small Groups" by Wayne W. Zachary [Zachary 77 ]. There are five categories of factions: Mr. Hi -Strong, Mr. HiWeak, John -Strong, John -Weak, and None. We then assign John -Strong and John -Weak to community 1 and Mr. Hi -Strong and Mr. Hi -Weak to community 2. Nodes without faction are neglected. The degree distribution of this network is shown as almost straight line in log-log scale. Power-law degree distribution can be observed. As shown in figure 3, a network got separated into 5 communities by Louvain method while our algorithm provided 2 communities similar to the truth value. In result, the NMI value of our algorithm is significantly higher. Also by looking at figure 1, it is shown that our algorithm can detect 2 mountain shape structures. Each mountain represents a community with scale-free property.
The Bottlenose dolphins of Doubtful Sound network is another frequently used by community detection researchers. Unlike Zachary's karate club, the known truth value is not available. However, in consensus, this dolphins network is believed to be divided into 2 communities as shown in figure 4a . With Louvain algorithm, a network was split into 5 communities while our algorithm provided 3 communities, and the truth value contains 2 communities. Our algorithm also produced higher score in NMI. In 3D visualization, our algorithm detected 3 mountain shape structures, suggesting 3 scale-free communities.
We used Fortunato's work to create benchmark graphs [Lancichinetti 08 ]. The graph follows the power-law on both node's degree distribution and community size. The program can be downloaded directly from Fortunato's website [Fortunato 13]. Two synthetic networks are shown. The sizes of the networks are 200 and 300 nodes respectively. The result can be seen in figure 5 . In network 1, our algorithm can identify the number of communities cor- rectly which is 4, and provided higher NMI value. However, in network 2 (figure 5-2b), our algorithm could identify the left and middle communities correctly but did not perform well on the right community. The reason for this is because the right community does not possess a scalefree attribute. Therefore, our algorithm failed to identify it as one community. This can be seen in the 3D visualization (figure 5-2c) as a flat area on the far right. This problem will be discussed further in the section 5.
Scale-free networks are only a small portion of total networks. In networks that has poisson distribution such as random networks or small world networks, modularity optimization is probably the best method to detect communities on those networks. Modularity score also has a great advantage over NMI, which is modularity score does not require a ground-truth value. Since, our algorithm is aimed for scale-free community detection, it does not perform well on non scale-free networks. However, in order for our algorithm to be used on non scale-free networks, we have to modify our configurable parameters so that our algorithm can perform a community detection effectively. Two non scale-free datasets are used in this section, American college football network [Girvan 02 ], and US political . The c value is set to 0.4 and laxing value is set to 90% in our algorithm. As mentioned in the algorithm section, setting coefficient value to 0.4 will greatly increase the score of the nodes in the same community. This is because nodes in the same community are tightly connected to each others. Moreover, laxing value is also reduced to the level that nodes with similar closeness score are considered to be the same node. As in figure 6-1c and 6-2c, nodes from tightly connected group became the hubs of the community.
To show the result of our algorithm on real scale-free social networks, we used a portion of ego-Facebook datasets provided by Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection [McAuley 12], namely, network number 0, 384, 1648, and 3473. The result can be seen in figure 7. Network 0 and network 384 showed one huge scale-free community and a few smaller communities. Network 1648 showed two large scale-free communities with a few smaller communities. Network 3437 showed one large scale-free communities and several medium/small size communities. It should be noted that there are contradictions between our algorithm and Louvain algorithm in every graphs, especially on the largest community. Louvain algorithm tended to separate the largest community into several smaller com-munities, while our algorithm detects only one scale-free community. In 3D visualization, the mountain shape structures can be seen in all of the Facebook graphs.
Discussion
It can be observed from our experiment that modularity optimization based algorithms can sometimes break a community with scale-free attribute into many communities; for example, both communities on Zachary's karate club (figure 3b), both communities on dolphins network (figure 4b), and communities on synthetic networks (figure 5-1b and 5-2b) . Considering the definition of modularity, the breakdown of these scale-free communities can obtain higher modularity score. This phenomenon occurs when low degree nodes form a tightly connected group within a scale-free community, although not every scalefree networks have this phenomenon. The reason behind this occurrence is that modularity based algorithms considered all edges and nodes as equal. This characteristic makes modularity optimization based methods less suitable for scale-free networks. In our opinion, hub nodes and edges that generated from hub nodes should be treated with more importance than other nodes and edges. Our algorithm is implemented based on this idea and the result is presented in this work.
The flaw of our algorithm is shown in the synthetic network 2 (figure 5-2c), especially on the far right community, which does not contain a scale-free property. We have shown that our algorithm can work on non scalefree network in previous section by modifying our configurable parameters. However, what will happen when there are scale-free communities and non scale-free communities in the same network? With our current implementation, we can first identify scale-free communities with the parameters setup for scale-free. Then we run our algorithm again with the setup for non scale-free. This solution is still not satisfactory and still requires further research.
Another discussion that should be mentioned is the complexity of the algorithm. Originally, our algorithm's complexity is at O(n 3 ). This is the complexity of the most time consuming part in our algorithm, the Katz centrality. However, in 2001, Foster and Muth [Foster 01 ] introduced "A Faster Katz Status Score Algorithm" which can reduced the complexity to O(n+m), by using list instead of matrix. After applying the idea from Foster and Muth research, the complexity of our algorithm became O(mk l−1 ) where m is the number of edges, k is the average degree, and l is the number of hops. Since we use l equals to 3, the effective complexity is O(mk 2 ). The cur- Fig. 8 Result of our algorithm on large scale network with more than 300,000 nodes and 1,000,000 edges; total computation time is 26 minutes.
rent largest dataset which was tested with this algorithm contains 317,080 nodes and 1,049,866 edges. The total computation time is 26 minutes on a laptop computer using Intel i7 with 8 GB of RAM. The result is shown in figure 8.
Conclusions
We have introduced a community detection algorithm based on centrality and node closeness value. The algorithm works well on scale-free networks, and can score higher NMI scores when compared with modularity optimization based algorithms. The first main idea of this algorithm is that the community should be formed with the nodes that play important roles in a network; in this case, the hub nodes. The centrality value is used to find the hubs of each community and to use it as a community starting point. Node closeness value is used to determine the closest connected node. These are then applied to the second main idea of our algorithm; nodes which are closely connected together should be in the same community. Moreover, if we use the centrality value calculated in our algorithm as the z axis and then visualize the graph in 3D, the community with scale-free property can be seen as a mountain shape structure. 
